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Abstract
A linear control system with quadratic cost functional over infinite time horizon is considered without
assuming controllability/stabilizability condition and the global integrability condition for the nonhomo-
geneous term of the state equation and the weight functions in the linear terms in the running cost rate
function. Classical approaches do not apply for such kind of problems. Existence and non-existence
of overtaking optimal controls in various cases are established. Some concrete examples are presented.
These results show that the overtaking optimality approach can be used to solve some of the above-
mentioned problems and at the same time, the limitation of this approach is also revealed.
Keywords. linear quadratic problem, overtaking optimal control, controllability.
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1 Introduction
Investigation of infinite time horizon optimal control problems can be traced back to the work of Ramsey in
1928 on a mathematical theory of saving [13]. There is a big number of follow-up works, for examples, von
Weizsa¨cker [19], Arrow [2], Arrow–Kurtz [3], Halkin [10], Brock–Haurie [7], to mention a few for the period
of 1960–1970s, and there were many more afterwards. For general (nonlinear) continuous-time controlled
dynamics with the performance (cost/payoff) functional in infinite time horizons, to treat the situation
that the performance functional is possibly not well-defined over the infinite time horizon, von Weizsa¨cker
introduced the so-called overtaking optimization approach in 1965 ([19]), which, “approximately” compares
the values of the performance functional over every finite interval. See [14, 9, 18], and references cited therein.
We will make this precise later in the current paper. There are some other relevant works on this class of
problems, without using overtaking optimality, see [4, 5, 8] and rich references cited therein. On the other
hand, standard linear-quadratic optimal control problem (LQ problem, for short) in infinite time horizons is
well-understood ([6, 12, 20, 21, 1, 11, 15, 16, 17]). However, we still find some interesting and challenging LQ
problems relevant to the overtaking optimality. To elaborate that, let us begin with the following controlled
linear ordinary differential equation:
(1.1)
{
X˙(s) = AX(s) +Bu(s) + b(s), s ∈ [t,∞),
X(t) = x,
where A ∈ Rn×n and B ∈ Rn×m are called the coefficients, b : [0,∞)→ Rn, a locally integrable over [0,∞),
is called the nonhomogeneous term. Here, Rm×n is the set of all (m × n) matrices, and Rn = Rn×1. Then
for any initial pair (t, x) ∈ [0,∞)× Rn, and any control u(·) ∈ Uloc[t,∞) with
(1.2) Uloc[t,∞) ≡ L2loc(t,∞;Rm) ,
{
u : [t,∞)→ Rm
∣∣ ∫ T
t
|u(s)|2ds <∞, ∀T > t
}
.
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state equation (1.1) admits a unique solution X(·) ≡ X(· ; t, x, u(·)) which is called the state trajectory. To
measure the performance of the control u(·), we introduce the following running cost rate function
(1.3) g(s, x, u)=〈Qx, x〉+2〈Sx, u〉+〈Ru, u〉+2〈q(s), x〉+2〈ρ(s), u〉, (s, x, u)∈ [0,∞)×Rn×Rm,
with Q ∈ Sn, S ∈ Rm×n and R ∈ Sm being some constant matrices (called quadratic weighting matrices), and
q : [0,∞)→ Rn, ρ : [0,∞)→ Rm being some locally integrable functions (called linear weighting functions).
Here, Sn is the set of all (n × n) symmetric matrices. Unlike the classical situation, we do not assume the
stabilizability of system [A,B] and functions b(·), q(·) and ρ(·) are only assumed to be (square) integrable on
each finite interval [0, T ]. Formally, the running cost over any infinite time interval [t,∞) reads
(1.4) J(t, x;u(·)) ≡ J∞(t, x;u(·)) =
∫ ∞
t
g(s,X(s), u(s))ds.
Clearly, for any (t, x, u(·)) ∈ [0,∞)× Rn ×Uloc[0,∞), J(t, x;u(·)) might not be well-defined. Therefore, we
define
(1.5) U xJ [t,∞) =
{
u(·) ∈ Uloc[t,∞)
∣∣ J(t, x;u(·)) is well-defined}.
Then one can formulate the following LQ problem on [0,∞).
Problem (LQ)∞. For any (t, x) ∈ [0,∞)× Rn, find a u¯(·) ∈ U xJ [t,∞) such that
(1.6) J(t, x; u¯(·)) = inf
u(·)∈U xJ [t,∞)
J(t, x;u(·)) = V∞(t, x).
If u¯(·) ∈ U xJ [t,∞) satisfies (1.6), we call it an open-loop optimal control, the corresponding X¯(·) ≡
X(· ; t, x, u¯(·)) and (X¯(·), u¯(·)) are called an open-loop optimal trajectory, and an open-loop optimal pair,
respectively, for Problem (LQ)∞. Also, V∞(· , ·) is called the value function of the problem ([17]).
Note that for Problem (LQ)∞, requiring the cost functional J(t, x;u(·)) to be finite, it roughly implies
that the running cost rate g(s,X(s), u(s)) approaches to zero as s → ∞. In some applications, this might
not be expected. For example, if there exists a persistent part of running cost, by which we mean that
g(s,X(s), u(s)) has a positive lower bound. Such a situation happens if we consider the cost of some
production process, as time goes by, due to the demand-driven production level and possible increase of
the prices of raw material, cost of manpower, etc., one could not expect to have a decreasing cost rate.
Another possible situation is some kind of approximate (not necessarily exact) seasonal impact leading
to the fluctuation/near periodicity of the running cost rate. Hence, we should allow the cost functional
J(t, x;u(·)) to be divergent. Mathematically, we should not assume the stabilizability condition for system
[A,B]. Likewise, the global integrability of b(·), q(·) and ρ(·) should not be assumed, either. Consequently,
although the running cost rate g(· , X(·), u(·)) is integrable over any finite interval [t, T ], it is not necessarily
integrable over [t,∞). As a matter of fact, Ramsey’s original problem ([13]) already has such a feature.
In the current paper, we are going to explore the LQ problem in infinite time horizons without assuming
the stabilizability of the system [A,B] and the global integrability of b(·), q(·), ρ(·) by means of overtaking
optimality. For convenience, we call the problem without assuming the stabilizability of [A,B] and the global
integrability of b(·), q(·), ρ(·) Problem (LQ) (to distinguish from Problem (LQ)∞).
Now, let us briefly highlight our main ideas and list the main contributions of the current paper.
Let H0 = span
{
R(AkB)
∣∣ k > 0} which is the controllable subspace of system [A,B]. Let Π : Rn → H0
be the orthogonal projection and Π⊥ = I −Π. Decompose the state X(·) as follows:
(1.7) X(·) = ΠX(·) + Π⊥X(·) ≡ XΠ(·) +XΠ⊥(·).
Then the control only affects XΠ(·), and does not affect XΠ⊥(·). Having such a decomposition, we can
summarize our main results:
(i) If the equation for XΠ(·) does not contain XΠ⊥(·), and in the running cost rate function, (XΠ(·), u(·))
and XΠ⊥(·) are separated; in addition, the LQ problem involving (XΠ(·), u(·)) admits an optimal control,
then Problem (LQ) admits an overtaking optimal control.
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(ii) If the conditions of (i) fail, then under some mild conditions, the general Problem (LQ) can be reduced
to the following special case: the system [A,B] is controllable with A stable and b(·) = 0; in the running
cost rate function, ρ(·) = 0 and q(·) might be just locally integrable. For such a special case, under various
conditions, we will show Problem (LQ) does not admit overtaking optimal control if the control set is a
linear subspace of L2(t,∞;Rm).
(iii) In the case that overtaking optimal control does not exist over the linear space of controls, we will
discuss the problem over some convex set of controls. Under certain conditions, one can obtain the existence
of overtaking optimal controls.
The above results give a general picture of overtaking optimality approach for the infinite horizon LQ
problems. They roughly show both the power and the limitation of the approach.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present some preliminary results, including
mathematical motivation of introducing overtaking optimality, and some standard results of LQ problems
in infinite time horizons. Section 3 is devoted to a presentation of the best case for which the problem has
overtaking optimal controls. In Section 4, we present some general results on overtaking optimal controls for
Problem (LQ), and introduce a further reduction. Then in Section 5, we carefully discuss the non-existence of
overtaking optimal controls for various situations. This actually shows the limitation of overtaking optimality
approach (at least) to the LQ problems. A set of sufficient conditions for the existence of overtaking optimal
controls is presented in Section 6. Finally, some concluding remarks are collected in Section 7.
2 Preliminary Results
For t ∈ [0,∞), p > 1, and Euclidean space H (say, Rn, Rm×n, etc.), we define
Lploc(t,∞;H) =
{
ϕ : [t,∞)→ H ∣∣ ∫ T
t
|ϕ(t)|pdt <∞, ∀ T > t
}
,
Lp(t,∞;H) =
{
ϕ : [t,∞)→ H ∣∣ ∫ ∞
t
|ϕ(t)|pdt <∞
}
,
C([t,∞);H) =
{
ϕ : [t,∞)→ H ∣∣ ϕ(·) is continuous}.
According to the above, we have Uloc[t,∞) = L2loc(t,∞;Rm). We denote (comparing with U xJ [t,∞) defined
in (1.5))
(2.1) U0[t,∞) = L2(t,∞;Rm), U xad[t,∞) =
{
u(·) ∈ U0[t,∞)
∣∣ X(· ;x, u(·)) ∈ L2(t,∞;Rn)}.
We may likewise define Lp(t, T ;H) and C([t, T ];H). The following proposition collects some standard results
for Problem (LQ)∞. See [16] for details.
Proposition 2.1. Let [A,B] be stabilizable, i.e., there exists a Θ ∈ Rm×n, called a stabilizer of the
system, such that
(2.2) σ(A +BΘ) ⊆ C− ≡ {α+ iβ ∣∣ α, β ∈ R, α < 0},
where σ(A+BΘ) is the set of all eigenvalues of A+BΘ. Also, the function b(·) ∈ L1(0,∞;Rn). Let Q ∈ Sn,
S ∈ Rm×n, and R ∈ Sm satisfy
(2.3) R > 0, Q− S⊤R−1S > 0,
and let q(·) ∈ L1(0,∞;Rn), ρ(·) ∈ L2(0,∞;Rm). Then for each (t, x) ∈ [0,∞)× Rn,
(2.4) ∅ 6= U xad[t,∞) ⊆ U xJ [t,∞), ∀(t, x) ∈ [0,∞)× Rn,
and Problem (LQ)∞ admits a uniquely open-loop control u¯(·). Moreover, the following algebraic Riccati
equation
(2.5) PA+A⊤P − (B⊤P + S)⊤R−1(B⊤P + S) +Q = 0,
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admits a solution P > 0 such that σ
(
A−BR−1(B⊤P + S)) ⊆ C−, and the following equation:{
η˙(s) = −[A⊤ − (PB + S⊤)R−1B⊤]η(s) + (PB + S⊤)R−1ρ(s)− Pb(s)− q(s), s ∈ [t,∞),
η(∞) = 0,
admits a unique solution η(·) ∈ L2(t,∞;Rn). The unique open-loop optimal control u¯(·) admits the following
closed-loop representation:
u¯(s) = Θ¯X¯(s) + v¯(s), s ∈ [t,∞),
where Θ¯ = −R−1(S +B⊤P ) and v¯(·) = −R−1[B⊤η(·) + ρ(·)]. Moreover, the value function is given by
V∞(t, x) = 〈Px, x〉+ 2〈η(t), x〉 +
∫ ∞
t
[
2〈η(s), b(s)〉 − 〈R−1[B⊤η(s) + ρ(s)], B⊤η(s) + ρ(s)〉
]
ds.
We now consider the case that [A,B] is not assumed to be stabilizable and the following are not assumed:
(2.6) b(·), q(·) ∈ L1(0,∞;Rn), ρ(·) ∈ L2(0,∞;Rm).
Then (2.4) could fail. For such cases, there are two possible approaches to deal with such a situation. Let
us briefly look at them.
Approach 1. Cesa`ro mean. Define
(2.7) Ĵ
T
(x;u(·)) = 1
T
∫ T
0
g(s,X(s), u(s))ds, T > 0.
Then for each T > 0, one poses the following problem:
Problem (LQ)0
T
. For each x ∈ Rn, find a u¯
T
(·) ∈ U0[0, T ] ≡ L2(0, T ;Rm) such that
Ĵ
T
(x; u¯T (·)) = inf
u(·)∈U0[0,T ]
J
T
(x;u(·)) ≡ V̂
T
(x).
It is a hope that as T → ∞, the value function V̂
T
(·) as well as the optimal control u¯
T
(·) (assume it
exists) are convergent. The following simple illustrative example tells us that the above approach could fail.
Example 2.2. Consider controlled system:
X˙(s) = AX(s) +Bu(s),
with
A =
(
1 0
1 2
)
, B =
(
1
−1
)
.
Note that
AB =
(
1 0
1 2
)(
1
−1
)
=
(
1
−1
)
= B.
Thus, [A,B] is not controllable. We have
X(s) = eAsx+
∫ t
0
eA(s−τ)Bu(τ)dτ =
(
es 0
e2s − es e2s
)
x+
∫ s
0
(
es−τ 0
e2(s−τ) − es−τ e2(s−τ)
)(
1
−1
)
u(τ)dτ
=
(
esx1 +
∫ s
0
es−τu(τ)dτ
(e2s − es)x1 + e2sx2 −
∫ s
0
es−τu(τ)dτ
)
≡
(
X1(s)
e2s(x1 + x2)−X1(s)
)
.
The running cost rate is given by the following:
g(X(s), u(s)) = |X(s)|2 + |u(s)|2.
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For any T > 0, by 2ab 6 12a
2 + 2b2 with a = e2s(x1 + x2), b = X1(s), one has
Ĵ
T
(0, x;u(·)) = 1
T
∫ T
0
(
|X1(s)|2 + [e2s(x1 + x2)−X1(s)]2 + |u(s)|2
)
ds
>
1
T
∫ T
0
(1
2
e4s|x1 + x2|2 + |u(s)|2
)
ds >
1
8T
(e4T − 1)|x1 + x2|2.
Therefore, as long as x1 6= −x2, the limit of V̂T (·) does not exist.
Approach 2. Abel mean. For any λ > 0, define the following discounted cost functional
Jλ(x;u(·)) =
∫ ∞
0
e−λsg(s,X(s), u(s))ds.
Note that for the zero control u0(·) = 0, if we let λA = maxReσ(A) > 0, then for any ε > 0,
sup
s>0
(
e−(λA+ε)s‖X(s;x, u0(·))‖
)
<∞.
Hence, for λ > 2λA, one has J
λ(x;u0(·)) <∞, which implies that
(2.8) U λad[0,∞) ≡
{
u(·) ∈ Uloc[0,∞)
∣∣ Jλ(x;u(·)) exists } 6= ∅.
Now, one may take λ small and still keep U λad[0,∞) 6= ∅. For example, if [A,B] is stabilizable, then
U
0
ad[0,∞) 6= ∅. In any case, for λ > 0 large enough, we could pose the following problem.
Problem (LQ)λ. For each x ∈ Rn, find a u¯λ(·) ∈ U λad[0,∞) such that
Jλ(x; u¯λ(·)) = inf
u(·)∈U λ
ad
[0,∞)
Jλ(x;u(·)) ≡ V̂ λ(x).
Again, it is a hope that as λ → 0, the value function V̂ λ(·) as well as the optimal control u¯λ(·) (if it
exists) are convergent. However, let us look at Example 2.2 again. One has
e−λs
(
|X(s)|2 + |u(s)|2
)
> e−λs
(1
2
e4s|x1 + x2|2 + |u(s)|2
)
>
1
2
e(4−λ)s|x1 + x2|2.
Hence, as long as x1 6= −x2, even the optimal value V λ(x) is not finite (if 0 < λ < 4).
Note that in [8], both Cesa`ro and Abel means were considered for a more general class of nonlinear
stochastic problems and the convergence of V̂
T
(·) and V̂ λ(·) were obtained, under the condition that the
state X(s) ≡ X(s;x, u(·)) stays in a bounded set (depending on x). Our example does not satisfy such a
condition. Also, in [5], for a more general nonlinear problem, the value function is allowed to be infinite
and the theory was established on the set on which the value function is finite. However, for our example,
the value function (without discount) is finite only on the set x1 = −x2, and on which the value function
is equal to zero. Hence, the results of [5] are useless for such an example. From the above observations, we
see that for the case that J(x;u(·)) is not well-defined (over infinite time horizons), we might want to take
some other (possibly better) approaches. This naturally leads to the following definition for Problem (LQ)
(see [9]).
Definition 2.3. For the control system (1.1), let
(2.9) J
T
(t, x;u(·)) =
∫ T
t
g(s,X(s), u(s))ds, (t, x) ∈ [0,∞)× Rn, u(·) ∈ U [t,∞),
where U [t,∞) is a non-empty subset of Uloc[t,∞).
(i) Control u∗(·) ∈ U [t,∞) is called a strong optimal control of Problem (LQ) at the initial pair (t, x) ∈
[0,∞)× Rn over U [t,∞) if J(t, x;u∗(·)) is finite and
(2.10) J(t, x;u∗(·)) 6 J(t, x;u(·)), ∀u(·) ∈ U [t,∞).
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(ii) Control u∗(·) ∈ U [t,∞) is called an overtaking optimal control of Problem (LQ) at the initial pair
(t, x) ∈ [0,∞)× Rn over U [t,∞) if
(2.11) lim
T→∞
[
J
T
(t, x;u∗(·))− J
T
(t, x;u(·))
]
6 0, ∀ u(·) ∈ U [t,∞).
(iii) Control u∗(·) ∈ U [t,∞) is called a weakly overtaking optimal control of Problem (LQ) at the initial
pair (t, x) ∈ [0,∞)× Rn over U [t,∞) if
(2.12) lim
T→∞
[
J
T
(t, x;u∗(·))− J
T
(t, x;u(·))
]
6 0, ∀ u(·) ∈ U [t,∞).
Note that for the notions of (weakly) overtaking optimal control, the functional J(t, x;u∗(·)) is not
required to be well-defined, since we only need J
T
(t, x;u∗(·)) to be finite. It is clear that in the above
definition, we have the following implications: (i) ⇒ (ii) ⇒ (iii). The overtaking optimal control problem
is by no means trivial; both the existence and non-existence of overtaking optimal controls are very subtle.
Note that in the above definition, U [t,∞) is any non-empty subset of Uloc[t,∞) which does not have to be
a linear space.
3 An Ideal Case
In this section, we are going to present an ideal case for which one could obtain the existence of overtaking
optimal controls. First, we present the following simple result which shows an interesting power of overtaking
optimality.
Proposition 3.1. Let Problem (LQ) admit an open-loop overtaking optimal control u∗(·) ∈ U [t,∞) at
initial pair (t, x) ∈ [0,∞)× Rn. Let ϕ(·) ∈ L1loc(t,∞;R). Define
Jϕ
T
(t, x;u(·)) = J
T
(t, x;u(·)) +
∫ T
t
ϕ(s)ds ≡
∫ T
t
[g(s,X(s), u(s)) + ϕ(s)]ds.
Then the LQ problem with the running cost rate function g(s,X, u) + ϕ(s) admits the same overtaking
optimal control.
Proof. If u∗(·) ∈ U [t,∞) is an overtaking optimal control of the original problem, then for any u(·) ∈
U [t,∞), it holds
lim
T→∞
[
Jϕ
T
(x;u∗(·)) − Jϕ
T
(x;u(·))
]
= lim
T→∞
[
J
T
(x;u∗(·)) − J
T
(x;u(·))
]
6 0.
This proves our conclusion.
It is clear that a similar result holds true for weakly overtaking optimal controls. According to the above
result, we see that one can drop or add any (locally integrable) terms independent of the state and control in
the running cost rate function without changing the existence/non-existence of (weakly) overtaking optimal
controls.
Since we do not assume either controllability or stabilizability of system [A,B], the decomposition of
the system mentioned in the introduction is very useful. Let us now make it more precise. Let H0 =
span
{
R(AkB)
∣∣ k > 0} which is the controllability space of system [A,B]. We assume that dimH0 = ℓ.
Let Π : Rn → H0 be the orthogonal projection. Then Π⊥ = I − Π : Rn → (H0)⊥ is also an orthogonal
projection. For any initial pair (t, x) ∈ [0,∞) × Rn, and u(·) ∈ Uloc[t,∞), let X(·) be the corresponding
state process. Denote
(3.1) X
Π
(s) = ΠX(s), X
Π⊥
(s) = Π⊥X(s), s ∈ [t,∞).
Then
(3.2) X˙Π(s) = AΠXΠ(s) +BΠu(s) + bΠ(s),
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where
(3.3) A
Π
= ΠAΠ, B
Π
= ΠB, b
Π
(s) = ΠAΠ⊥X
Π⊥
(s) + Πb(s).
Clearly, system [A
Π
, B
Π
] is controllable on H0. On the other hand, it is ready to see that
(3.4) R(AΠ),R(B) ⊆ R(Π) = H0 ⇒ Π⊥AΠ = 0, Π⊥B = 0.
Thus,
(3.5) X˙
Π⊥
(s) = A
Π⊥
X
Π⊥
(s) + b
Π⊥
(s),
where
(3.6) A
Π⊥
= Π⊥AΠ⊥, b
Π⊥
(s) = Π⊥b(s).
From this, we see that X
Π⊥
(·) is not affected by the control u(·). By the controllability of [A
Π
, B
Π
], we may
take a stabilizer Θ : H0 → Rm of this subsystem such that σ
(
A
Π
+ B
Π
Θ
) ⊆ C−. By taking the control of
the following form:
(3.7) u(s) = ΘX
Π
(s) + v(s), s > t,
and combining (3.2) and (3.7), we have
(3.8) X˙
Π
(s) = (A
Π
+B
Π
Θ)X
Π
(s) +B
Π
v(s) + b
Π
(s).
We now look at the running cost rate:
(3.9)
g(s,X(s), u(s)) = 〈QX(s), X(s)〉+ 2〈SX(s), u(s)〉+ 〈Ru(s), u(s)〉+ 2〈q(s), X(s)〉+ 2〈ρ(s), u(s)〉
= 〈Q[X
Π
(s) +X
Π⊥
(s)], X
Π
(s) +X
Π⊥
(s)〉+ 2〈S[X
Π
(s) +X
Π⊥
(s)],ΘX
Π
(s) + v(s)〉
+〈R[ΘX
Π
(s) + v(s)],ΘX
Π
(s) + v(s)〉 + 2〈q(s), X
Π
(s) +XΠ⊥(s)〉 + 2〈ρ(s),ΘXΠ(s) + v(s)〉
= 〈QΘ
Π
X
Π
(s), X
Π
(s)〉+2〈SΘ
Π
X
Π
(s), v(s)〉+〈Rv(s), v(s)〉 + 2〈qΘ
Π
(s), X
Π
(s)〉+2〈ρ
Π
(s), v(s)〉+ ϕ
Π
(s)
≡ gΘ
Π
(s,XΠ(s), v(s)) + ϕΠ(s),
where
QΘ
Π
= Π(Q + S⊤Θ+Θ⊤S +Θ⊤RΘ)Π, SΘ
Π
= SΠ+RΘ,
qΘ
Π
(s) = Πq(s) + Π(Q +Θ⊤S)Π⊥X
Π⊥
(s) + Θ⊤ρ(s), ρ
Π
(s) = ρ(s) + SΠ⊥X
Π⊥
(s),
ϕ
Π
(s) = 〈QX
Π⊥
(s), X
Π⊥
(s)〉 + 2〈q(s), X
Π⊥
(s)〉.
By Proposition 3.1, it is seen that if we consider the LQ problem with the state equation (3.8) and running
cost rate function gΘ
Π
(s,X
Π
(s), v(s)), call it Problem (LQ)ΘΠ , then it admits a (weakly) overtaking optimal
control if and only if so does the original Problem (LQ). Note that we do not claim the equivalence of strong
optimality between Problems (LQ) and (LQ)ΘΠ as that requires the original cost functional J(t, x;u
∗(·)) to
be finite, which we might not have.
We now look at the most ideal case of Problem (LQ) for which it admits overtaking optimal controls.
Consider an LQ problem with the state equation
(3.10)
{
X˙
Π
(s) = A
Π
X
Π
(s) +B
Π
u(s) + b
Π
(s), s > t,
XΠ(t) = Πx ≡ xΠ ,
and with the running cost rate function (Θ = 0 and the superscript Θ is omitted below)
(3.11) g
Π
(s,X
Π
, u) = 〈Q
Π
X
Π
, X
Π
〉+ 2〈S
Π
X
Π
, u〉+ 〈Ru, u〉+ 2〈q
Π
(s), X
Π
〉+ 2〈ρ
Π
(s), u〉.
We let
(3.12) JΠ(t, x
Π
;u(·)) =
∫ ∞
t
g
Π
(s,X
Π
(s), u(s))ds, ∀(t, xΠ) ∈ [0,∞)×H0,
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and let
U
Π
[t,∞) =
{
u(·) ∈ Uloc[t,∞)
∣∣ JΠ(t, x
Π
;u(·)) is well-defined
}
.
Then we may pose the following LQ problem.
Problem (LQ)
Π
. For any initial pair (t, x
Π
) ∈ [0,∞)×H0, find a u¯Π(·) ∈ UΠ [t,∞) such that
JΠ(t, xΠ ; u¯Π(·)) = inf
u(·)∈U
Π
[t,∞)
JΠ(t, xΠ ;u(·)).
We have the following result.
Theorem 3.2. Suppose
(3.13) b
Π
(·), q
Π
(·) ∈ L1(0,∞;H0), ρΠ(·) ∈ L2(0,∞;Rm).
Suppose u(·) 7→ JΠ(·, ·;u(·)) is uniformly convex on UΠ [t,∞), which is true if (2.3) holds. Then
(3.14) U
Π
[t,∞) = U0[t,∞), ∀t > 0,
and for any initial pair (t, x) ∈ [0,∞) × Rn, by letting x
Π
= Πx, Problem (LQ)
Π
admits a unique optimal
control u¯Π(·) ∈ U0[t,∞) at (t, xΠ). This u¯Π(·) must be an overtaking optimal control of Problem (LQ)
at (t, x) over U0[t,∞). Furthermore, u¯Π(·) can be obtained through the solution to an algebraic Riccati
equation and an ODE on [t,∞).
Proof. First of all, by the controllability of [A
Π
, B
Π
], it is not hard to show (3.14). Next, according to
Proposition 2.1, for any (t, x) ∈ [0,∞)×Rn with xΠ = Πx, Problem (LQ)Π admits a unique optimal control
u¯
Π
(·) ∈ U0[t,∞). We let X¯(·) = X(· ; t, x, u¯Π(·)) and X¯Π(·) = XΠ(· ; t, xΠ , u¯Π(·)). Then by the optimality of
u¯
Π
(·), we have that for any u(·) ∈ U
Π
[t,∞),
JT (t, x; u¯Π(·)) =
∫ T
t
g(s, X¯(s), u¯
Π
(s))ds =
∫ T
t
(
g
Π
(s, X¯
Π
(s), u¯
Π
(s)) + ϕ
Π
(s)
)
ds
= JΠ(t, x
Π
; u¯
Π
(·)) −
∫ ∞
T
g
Π
(s, X¯
Π
(s), u¯
Π
(s))ds +
∫ T
t
ϕ
Π
(s)ds
6 JΠ(t, xΠ ;u(·))−
∫ ∞
T
gΠ(s, X¯Π(s), u¯Π(s))ds +
∫ T
t
ϕΠ(s)ds
= JT (t, x;u(·)) +
∫ ∞
T
gΠ(s,XΠ(s), u(s))ds−
∫ ∞
T
gΠ(s, X¯Π(s), u¯Π(s))ds.
Note that since u(·), u¯
Π
(·) ∈ U0[t,∞), we have gΠ(· , XΠ(·), u(·)) and gΠ(· , X¯Π(·), u¯Π(·)) are integrable on
[t,∞). Thus, the last two terms on the right-hand side go to 0 as T →∞. As a result, one has
lim
T→∞
[
J
T
(t, x; u¯
Π
(·)) − J
T
(t, x;u(·))
]
6 0.
This means that u¯
Π
(·) is an overtaking optimal control in U
Π
[t,∞).
We note that condition (3.13) gives some kind of compatibility among b(·), q(·), ρ(·) and X
Π⊥
(·). In
particular, if
(3.15) ΠQΠ⊥ = 0, SΠ⊥ = 0, Πb(·),Πq(·) ∈ L1(0,∞;H0), ρ(·) ∈ L2(0,∞;Rm),
then (3.13) holds. This amounts to saying that the LQ problem restricted on the space H0 is solvable and
the restrictions of the system as well as the cost functional on H0 and H
⊥
0 are decoupled. We emphasize here
that no controllability condition is assumed for the original system [A,B].
In the rest of this section, let us look at Example 2.2 again. As we already pointed out, [A,B] is not
controllable, therefore, we may let
H0 = span
{
R(B),R(AB)
}
=
{
λ
(
1
−1
) ∣∣ λ ∈ R} ≡ span{e1 − e2√
2
}
,
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where e1 = (1, 0)
⊤, e2 = (0, 1)⊤. Clearly,
H
⊥
0 =
{
λ
(
1
1
) ∣∣ λ ∈ R} = span{e1 + e2√
2
}.
In this case, we have
xΠ ≡ Πx = 〈x,
e1 − e2√
2
〉e1 − e2√
2
= (x1 − x2)e1 − e2
2
=
(
1
2 − 12
− 12 12
)
x, ∀x ∈ R2,
and
x
Π⊥
≡ Π⊥x = 〈x, e1 + e2√
2
〉e1 + e2√
2
= (x1 + x2)
e1 + e2
2
=
(
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
)
x, ∀x ∈ R2.
Then
X˙
Π
(s) =
(
1
2 − 12
− 12 12
)(
1 0
1 2
)(
1
2 − 12
− 12 12
)
X
Π
(s) +
(
1
2 − 12
− 12 12
)(
1
−1
)
u(s) = X
Π
(s) +
(
1
−1
)
u(s),
and
X˙
Π⊥
(s) =
(
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
)(
1 0
1 2
)(
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
)
X
Π⊥
(s) = 2X
Π⊥
(s).
The running cost rate is
g(s,X(s), u(s)) = |X
Π
(s) +X
Π⊥
(s)|2 + |u(s)|2 = |X
Π
(s)|2 + |X
Π⊥
(s)|2 + |u(s)|2.
Hence, the overtaking optimal control can be obtained by solving the following one-dimensional LQ problem
(in H0) whose state equation is: (denoting e =
e1−e2√
2
)
X˙
Π
(s) = X
Π
(s) +
√
2 u(s)e,
with the cost functional
JΠ(t, xΠ ;u(·)) =
∫ ∞
t
(
|XΠ(s)|2 + |u(s)|2
)
ds.
More precisely, the corresponding Riccati equation reads
2P + 1− 2P 2 = 0,
whose positive solution is given by P = 1+
√
3
2 . Thus,
u(s) = −1 +
√
3√
2
〈X
Π
(s), e〉, s ∈ [t,∞).
Solving the closed loop system, we can obtain
u¯(s) = e−
√
3s〈xΠ , e〉 =
x1 − x2√
2
e−
√
3s, s ∈ [t,∞).
According to the above result, this u¯(·) is an overtaking optimal control for the corresponding LQ problem
at (t, x) over U0[t,∞).
4 Some General Considerations
We now would like to consider general cases for which compatibility conditions (3.13) (or something like
(3.15)) are not assumed. To begin, let us present the following result showing that it is not very restrictive
by imposing some additional conditions for the running cost rate function.
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Proposition 4.1. Let Problem (LQ) admit an overtaking optimal control u∗(·) ∈ U [t,∞) at some
initial pair (t, x) ∈ [0,∞) × Rn over U0[t,∞). Then, for any T̂ > t, there exists an interval [S, T ] with
T̂ 6 S < T <∞ such that the LQ problem posed on [S, T ], called Problem (LQ)[S,T ], must be finite, i.e.,
inf
u(·)∈U [S,T ]
J
T
(S, x;u(·)) ≡ inf
u(·)∈U [S,T ]
∫ T
S
g(s,X(s), u(s))ds > −∞, ∀(t, x) ∈ [S, T ]× Rn.
Consequently, the map u(·) 7→ J
T
(S, x;u(·)) must be convex.
Proof. Suppose otherwise. Then there exists a strictly increasing sequence Tk → ∞ such that Problem
(LQ)[Tk,Tk+1] is not finite, i.e.,
(4.1) inf
u(·)∈U [Tk,Tk+1]
J
Tk+1
(Tk, x;u(·)) = −∞.
Now, suppose Problem (LQ) admits an overtaking optimal pair (X∗(·), u∗(·)). Then the following holds:
lim
T→∞
[
J
T
(x;u∗(·))− J
T
(x;u(·))
]
6 0, ∀u(·) ∈ U [t,∞).
By (4.1), we can find a u0(·) ∈ U [T0, T1] such that
J
T1
(T0, x;u0(·)) < JT1 (T0, x;u∗(·)) − 1.
Next, we find u1(·) ∈ U [T1, T2] such that
J
T2
(T1, X(T1);u1(·)) < JT2 (T1, X∗(T1);u∗(·)) − 1.
By induction, we can find uk(·) ∈ U [Tk, Tk+1] such that
J
Tk+1
(Tk, X(Tk);uk(·)) < JTk+1 (Tk, X∗(Tk);u∗(·)) − 1.
We patch uk(·) together to get a u(·) ∈ U [t,∞) and we have
J
Tk
(x;u(·)) =
k∑
i=1
J
Ti
(Ti−1, X(Ti−1);ui−1(·)) <
k∑
i=1
J
Ti
(Ti−1, X∗(Ti−1);u∗(·))− k = JTk (x;u∗(·))− k.
This leads to
lim
T→∞
[
J
T
(x;u∗(·))− J
T
(x;u(·))
]
> lim
k→∞
[
J
Tk
(x;u∗(·)) − J
Tk
(x;u(·))
]
=∞,
a contradiction. Finally, by the finiteness of the LQ problem on [S, T ] and the assumption that the quadratic
weighting matrices of the running cost rate and the coefficients of the system are constants, we must have
the convexity of u(·) 7→ J
T
(S, x;u(·)) (see [17]).
The above result tells us that for overtaking optimal control problems, it is not extremely restrictive to
assume that for any T > 0, the map u(·) 7→ J
T
(t, x;u(·)) is convex on U [t, T ], or even assume (2.3). It is
known that under the above conditions, on any [S, T ], the corresponding LQ problem is closed-loop solvable
([17]).
We now consider state equation (1.1) and running cost rate (1.3), with [A,B] being controllable, no global
integrability condition is assumed for b(·), q(·), ρ(·). In what follows, (2.3) will be assumed. We now would
like to make a further reduction. Let us first look at the following (suppressing s in X(s) and u(s))
g(s,X, u) = 〈QX,X〉+ 2〈SX, u〉+ 〈Ru, u〉+ 2〈q,X〉+ 2〈ρ, u〉
= 〈QX,X〉+ 2〈q,X〉+ |R 12u+R− 12 (SX + ρ)|2 − |R− 12 (SX + ρ)|2.
Denote
û = R
1
2 [u+R−1(SX + ρ)].
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Then
u = R−
1
2 û−R−1(SX + ρ),
and the state equation (1.1) becomes
X˙ = AX +B
[
R−
1
2 û−R−1(SX + ρ)]+ b = (A−BR−1S)X +BR− 12 û+ b−BR−1ρ.
Next, we decompose the state X(·) in the following manner:
X(·) = X˜(·) +X0(·),
where X0(·) is the solution to the following
(4.2)
{
X˙0(s) = (A−BR−1S)X0(s) + b(s)− BR−1ρ(s), s > t,
X0(t) = 0,
which only depends on the non-homogenous term b(·)− BR−1ρ(·), independent of the control û(·) and the
initial state x; and X˜(·) is the solution to the following equation:{
˙˜
X(s) =
[
A+BR−1(Θ− S)]X˜(s) +BR− 12 u˜(s), s > t,
X˜(t) = x,
where Θ ∈ Rm×n is so chosen that σ(A+BR−1(Θ− S)) ⊆ C− and û = R− 12ΘX˜ + u˜. Then
g(s,X, u) = 〈Q(X˜ +X0), X˜ +X0〉+ 2〈q, X˜ +X0〉+ |R− 12ΘX˜ + u˜|2 − |R− 12 (SX˜ + SX0 + ρ)|2
= 〈QX˜, X˜〉+ 2〈QX0, X˜〉+ 〈QX0, X0〉+ 2〈q, X˜〉+ 2〈q,X0〉+ 〈Θ⊤R−1ΘX˜, X˜〉
+2〈R− 12ΘX˜, u˜〉+ |u˜|2 − 〈S⊤R−1SX˜, X˜〉 − 2〈S⊤R−1(SX0 + ρ), X˜〉 − |R− 12 (SX0 + ρ)|2
≡ 〈Q˜X˜(s), X˜(s)〉+ 2〈S˜X˜(s), u˜(s)〉 + |u˜|2 + 2〈q˜(s), X˜(s)〉+ ϕ˜(s) ≡ g˜(s, X˜(s), u˜(s)) + ϕ˜(s),
where
Q˜ = Q+Θ⊤R−1Θ− S⊤R−1S, S˜ = R− 12Θ,
q˜(s) = q(s) + (Q− S⊤R−1S)X0(s)− S⊤R−1ρ(s),
ϕ˜(s) = 〈QX0(s), X0(s)〉 + 2〈q(s), X0(s)〉 − |R− 12 [SX0(s) + ρ(s)]|2.
If we let
A˜ = A+BR−1(Θ− S), B˜ = BR− 12 ,
then the state equation becomes {
˙˜
X(s) = A˜X˜(s) + B˜u˜(s), s > t,
X˜(t) = x.
Since ϕ˜(·) is independent of (X˜(·), u˜(·)), by Proposition 3.1, we may drop it, and take the running cost rate
function g˜(s, X˜, u˜). Note that under (2.3),
Q˜− S˜⊤S˜ = Q− S⊤R−1S > 0.
The nonhomogeneous term b(·) appears in q˜(·) through X0(·). Also, X0(·) depends not only on b(·), but also
on ρ(·).
The above reduction tells us that without loss of generality, we may consider the state equation
(4.3)
{
X˙(s) = AX(s) +Bu(s), s ∈ [t,∞),
X(t) = x,
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with the running cost rate
(4.4) g(s, x, u) = 〈Qx, x〉+ 2〈Sx, u〉+ |u|2 + 2〈q(s), x〉,
where, we introduce the following hypothesis.
(H) [A,B] is controllable, A is stable with
(4.5) |eAs| 6 Me−µs, ∀s > 0,
for some M > 1 and µ > 0, and
(4.6) Q− S⊤S > 0, q(·) ∈ L1loc(0,∞;Rn) \ L1(0,∞;Rn).
Note that under (H), we have H0 = R
n and [AΠ, BΠ] = [A,B]. Due to the fact that q(·) /∈ L1(0,∞;Rn),
(3.13) fails. In the rest of the paper, we concentrate on the problem associated with state equation (4.3) and
running cost rate function (4.4), which will still be simply referred to as Problem (LQ). For such a problem,
we have the following result.
Theorem 4.2. Let (H) hold. Then for each (t, x) ∈ [0,∞)× Rn and u(·) ∈ U0[t,∞),
(4.7)
F0(s)x = Se
A(s−t)x+
∫ ∞
s
B⊤eA
⊤(τ−s)QeA(τ−t)xdτ,
F1[u(·)](s) = SX0(s) +
∫ ∞
s
B⊤eA
⊤(τ−s)[QX0(τ) + S⊤u(τ)]dτ, s ∈ [t,∞),
exist satisfying
(4.8)
∫ ∞
t
∣∣F0(s)x∣∣2ds 6 (‖S‖M + ‖B‖M2‖Q‖
2µ
)2 |x|2
2µ
,∫ ∞
t
∣∣F1[u(·)](s)∣∣2ds 6 3‖B‖2M2
µ2
(‖B‖2M2‖Q‖2
µ2
+ 2‖S‖2
)(∫ ∞
t
|u(s)|2ds
)
,
where X0(·) = X0(· ; t, u(·)) is given by the following:
(4.9) X0(s) =
∫ s
t
eA(s−τ)Bu(τ)dτ, s ∈ [t,∞).
Further, let U [t,∞) ⊆ U0[t,∞) be convex. Then
(i) u¯(·) ∈ U [t,∞) is an overtaking optimal control of Problem (LQ) at (t, x) ∈ [0,∞)×Rn over U [t,∞)
if and only if
(4.10) 0 6 lim
T→∞
∫ T
t
〈
∫ T
s
B⊤eA
⊤(τ−s)q(τ)dτ +F0(s)x+ u¯(s)+F1[u¯(·)](s), u(s)− u¯(s)〉ds, ∀u(·) ∈ U [t,∞).
(ii) u¯(·) ∈ U [t,∞) is a weakly overtaking optimal control of Problem (LQ) at (t, x) over U [t,∞) if and
only if
(4.11) 0 6 lim
T→∞
∫ T
t
〈
∫ T
s
B⊤eA
⊤(τ−s)q(τ)dτ +F0(s)x+ u¯(s)+F1[u¯(·)](s), u(s)− u¯(s)〉ds, ∀u(·) ∈ U [t,∞).
Proof. First, for any u(·) ∈ U0[t,∞), by (4.5) and Young’s inequality, we have∫ ∞
t
(
‖S‖Me−µs + ‖B‖M2‖Q‖
∫ ∞
s
e−µ(τ−s)e−µ(τ−t)dτ
)2
ds|x|2
=
∫ ∞
t
(
‖S‖Me−µs + ‖B‖M
2‖Q‖
2µ
e−µ(s−t)
)2
ds|x|2 =
(
‖S‖M + ‖B‖M
2‖Q‖
2µ
eµt
)2 e−2µt
2µ
|x|2
=
(
‖S‖Me−µt + ‖B‖M
2‖Q‖
2µ
)2 |x|2
2µ
6
(
‖S‖M + ‖B‖M
2‖Q‖
2µ
)2 |x|2
2µ
.
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Next, due to
(4.12)
∫ ∞
t
|X0(s)|2ds =
∫ ∞
t
∣∣∣ ∫ s
t
eA(s−τ)B(τ)dτ
∣∣∣2ds 6 M2‖B‖2 ∫ ∞
t
(∫ s
t
e−µ(s−τ)|u(τ)|dτ
)2
ds
6M2‖B‖2
(∫ ∞
t
e−µτdτ
)2( ∫ ∞
t
|u(τ)|2dτ
)
=
M2‖B‖2
µ2
(∫ ∞
t
|u(τ)|2dτ
)
,
we have ∫ ∞
t
∣∣∣ ∫ ∞
s
B⊤eA
⊤(τ−s)[QX0(τ) + S⊤u(τ)]dτ + SX0(s)
∣∣∣2ds
6
∫ ∞
t
( ∫ ∞
s
‖B‖Me−µ(τ−s)[‖Q‖ |X0(τ)| + ‖S‖ |u(τ)|]dτ + ‖S‖ |X0(s)|)2ds
6 3‖B‖2M2
(∫ ∞
t
e−µsds
)2 ∫ ∞
t
(
‖Q‖2|X0(s)|2+‖S‖2|u(s)|2
)
ds+3‖S‖2
∫ ∞
t
|X0(s)|2ds
6
3‖B‖2M2
µ2
(‖B‖2M2‖Q‖2
µ2
+ 2‖S‖2
)(∫ ∞
t
|u(s)|2ds
)
.
As a result, F0(s)x and F1[u(·)](s) are will-defined and estimates (4.8) hold.
Now, suppose U [t,∞) ⊆ U0[t,∞) is convex. Then u¯(·) ∈ U [t,∞) is an overtaking optimal control of
Problem (LQ) over U [t,∞) if and only if for any u(·) ∈ U [t,∞) and ν ∈ [0, 1],
(4.13) lim
T→∞
[
J
T
(
t, x; u¯(·))− J
T
(
t, x; u¯(·) + ν[u(·)− u¯(·)])] 6 0.
Let us calculate the following
(4.14)
J
T
(
t, x; u¯(·))− J
T
(
t, x; u¯(·) + ν[u(·)− u¯(·)])
=
∫ T
t
(
〈QX¯(s), X¯(s)〉+ 2〈SX¯(s), u¯(s)〉+ |u¯(s)|2 + 2〈q(s), X¯(s)〉 − |Q[X¯(s) + νξ(s)]|2
−2〈S[X¯(s)+νξ(s)], u¯(s)+ν[u(s)−u¯(s)]〉−|u¯(s)+ν[u(s)−u¯(s)]|2−2〈q(s), X¯(s)+νξ(s)〉
)
ds
= −2ν
∫ T
t
〈q(s), ξ(s)〉ds − 2ν
∫ T
t
(
〈QX¯(s) + S⊤u¯(s), ξ(s)〉 + 〈SX¯(s) + u¯(s), u(s)− u¯(s)〉
)
ds
−ν2
∫ T
t
(
|(Q − S⊤S) 12 ξ(s)|2 + |Sξ(s) + u(s)− u¯(s)|2
)
ds,
where
ξ(s) =
∫ s
t
eA(s−τ)B[u(τ)− u¯(τ)]dτ ≡ X0(s; t, u(·)− u¯(·)), s ∈ [t,∞).
Note that∫ T
t
〈q(s), ξ(s)〉ds=
∫ T
t
〈q(s),
∫ s
t
eA(s−τ)B[u(τ)−u¯(τ)]dτ〉ds =
∫ T
t
〈
∫ T
s
B⊤eA
⊤(τ−s)q(τ)dτ, u(s)−u¯(s)〉ds,
and
lim
T→∞
∫ T
t
(
〈QX¯(s) + S⊤u¯(s), ξ(s)〉 + 〈SX¯(s) + u¯(s), u(s)− u¯(s)〉
)
ds
=
∫ ∞
t
〈
∫ ∞
s
B⊤eA
⊤(τ−s)[QX¯(τ) + S⊤u¯(τ)]dτ + SX¯(s) + u¯(s), u(s)− u¯(s)〉ds
≡
∫ ∞
t
〈F0(s)x+ u¯(s) + F1[u¯(·)](s), u(s)− u¯(s)〉ds,
where X¯0(·) = X0(· ; t, u¯(·)). Consequently, (4.13) is equivalent to the following:
(4.15)
0 6 lim
T→∞
[
2ν
∫ T
t
〈
∫ T
s
B⊤eA
⊤(τ−s)q(τ)dτ + F0(s)x + u¯(s) + F1[u¯(·)](s), u(s) − u¯(s)〉ds
+ν2
∫ ∞
t
(
|(Q−S⊤S) 12 ξ(s)|2+|Sξ(s)+u(s)−u¯(s)|2
)
ds
]
, ∀u(·) ∈ U [t,∞), ν ∈ [0, 1].
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Here, similar to (4.14), we have the existence of the term following ν2. Dividing 2ν and sending ν → 0, we
see that (4.10) holds. Conversely, if (4.10) holds, then (4.15) holds since the second term on the right-hand
side is non-negative. Hence, u¯(·) is overtaking optimal.
(ii) The proof is the same, replacing lim by lim in the above.
We have the following simple and useful corollary.
Corollary 4.3. Let (H) hold and U [t,∞) ⊆ U0[t,∞) be convex.
(i) If u¯(·) ∈ U [t,∞) is an overtaking optimal control of Problem (LQ) at (t, x) ∈ [0,∞) × Rn over
U [t,∞), then there exists a constant C0 > 0 such that
(4.16) lim
T→∞
∫ T
t
〈
∫ T
s
B⊤eA
⊤(τ−s)q(τ)dτ, u(s)− u¯(s)〉ds > −C0
(∫ ∞
t
|u(s)− u¯(s)|2ds
) 1
2
, ∀u(·) ∈ U [t,∞).
(ii) If u¯(·) ∈ U [t,∞) is a weakly overtaking optimal control of Problem (LQ) at (t, x) ∈ [0,∞)×Rn over
U [t,∞), then there exists a constant C0 > 0 such that
(4.17) lim
T→∞
∫ T
t
〈
∫ T
s
B⊤eA
⊤(τ−s)q(τ)dτ, u(s)− u¯(s)〉ds > −C0
(∫ ∞
t
|u(s)− u¯(s)|2ds
) 1
2
, ∀u(·) ∈ U [t,∞).
Proof. Note that
(4.18)
(∫ ∞
t
|F0(s)x + u¯(s) + F1[u¯(·)](s)|2ds
) 1
2
6
(
‖S‖M + ‖B‖M
2‖Q‖
2µ
) |x|√
2µ
+
[√3‖B‖M
µ
(‖B‖2M2‖Q‖2
µ2
+ 2‖S‖2
) 1
2
+ 1
]( ∫ ∞
t
|u¯(s)|2ds
) 1
2
.
By taking C0 ≡ C0(t, |x|, u¯(·)) to be the right-hand side of the above, we obtain our conclusions.
5 Non-Existence of Overtaking Optimal Controls
In this section, we are going to present some cases for which Problem (LQ) does not admit overtaking
optimal controls. Before stating and proving our results, let us first make an observation. Suppose q(·)
grows exponentially, say, satisfying
(5.1) 0 < q0 = lim
s→∞
e−αs|q(s)| 6 lim
s→∞
e−αs|q(s)| = q1 <∞,
for some α > 0. Then when [A,B] is controllable, by making a state feedback first, we may make the system
exponentially stable with any prespecified decay rate. Hence, for such a case, we may assume (4.5) holds
with µ > α. Then∫ T
s
B⊤eA
⊤(τ−s)q(τ)dτ = B⊤e−A
⊤s
∫ T
s
eA
⊤τ q(τ)dτ → B⊤e−A⊤s
∫ ∞
s
eA
⊤τ q(τ)dτ ≡ B⊤e−A⊤sq̂(s),
as T →∞, with
(5.2) q̂(s) =
∫ ∞
s
eA
⊤τq(τ)dτ, s ∈ [0,∞).
Also, since
eµs
∫ ∞
s
e−µτeατdτ =
eαs
µ− α,
one expects that B⊤eA
⊤·q̂(·) /∈ L1(0,∞;Rm). On the other hand, it is possible that q(·) grows faster than
exponential functions, say, like es
2
. In this case, one expects that∫ ∞
0
|eA⊤τq(τ)|dτ =∞,
regardless of condition (4.5). Clearly, the above two cases are mutually exclusive. Now, let us present the
following result.
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Theorem 5.1. Let (H) hold and q(·) ∈ L1loc(0,∞;Rn)\L1(0,∞;Rn) such that for some θ0 ∈ Sm ≡ {u ∈
Rm
∣∣ |u| = 1},
(5.3) lim
T→∞
〈
θ0,
∫ T
s
B⊤eA
⊤(τ−s)q(τ)dτ∣∣ ∫ T
s
B⊤eA⊤(τ−s)q(τ)dτ
∣∣ 〉 > 0, s ∈ [0,∞).
Let U [t,∞) ⊆ U0[t,∞) be a convex set and u¯(·) be an interior point of U [t,∞). Then u¯(·) must not be a
weakly overtaking optimal control of Problem (LQ) if one of the following holds:
(i) Let eA
⊤·q(·) ∈ L1(0,∞;Rn), and
(5.4) lim
T→∞
1√
T
∫ T
t
∣∣∣ ∫ ∞
s
B⊤eA
⊤(τ−s)q(τ)dτ
∣∣∣ds =∞.
(ii) It holds
(5.5) lim
T→∞
∫ T0
t
∣∣∣ ∫ T
T0
B⊤eA
⊤(τ−s)q(τ)dτ
∣∣∣ds =∞, ∀T0 > t.
Consequently, in one of the above cases, if U [t,∞) ⊆ U0[t,∞) is a subspace, then Problem (LQ) does not
admit a weakly overtaking optimal control at (t, x) over U [t,∞).
Proof. Suppose u¯(·) is an interior point of U [t,∞). Then, there exists a δ > 0 such that
u¯(·) + η(·) ∈ U [t,∞), ∀η(·) ∈ U [t,∞), with
∫ ∞
t
|η(s)|2ds 6 δ2.
If u¯(·) is a weakly overtaking optimal control of Problem (LQ) over U [t,∞), then
(5.6) lim
T→∞
∫ T
t
〈
∫ T
s
B⊤eA
⊤(τ−s)q(τ)dτ, η(s)〉ds > −C
(∫ ∞
t
|η(s)|2ds
) 1
2
> −C(1 + δ) ≡ −C0.
Now, by (5.3), we can find a large T0 > t such that
〈
θ0,
∫ T
s
B⊤eA
⊤(τ−s)q(τ)dτ∣∣ ∫ T
s
B⊤eA⊤(τ−s)q(τ)dτ
∣∣ 〉 > ε > 0, T > T0.
Then we take
η(s) = − δ√
T0 − t
θ01[t,T0)(s), s ∈ [t,∞).
Clearly, ∫ ∞
t
|η(s)|2ds = δ2, u¯(·) + η(·) ∈ U [t,∞).
In case (i), one has∫ T
t
〈
∫ T
s
B⊤eA
⊤(τ−s)q(τ)dτ, η(s)〉ds = − δ√
T0 − t
∫ T0
t
〈
∫ T
s
B⊤eA
⊤(τ−s)q(τ)dτ, θ0〉ds
6 − δε√
T0 − t
[ ∫ T0
t
∣∣∣ ∫ ∞
s
B⊤eA
⊤(τ−s)q(τ)dτ
∣∣∣ds− ∫ T0
t
∣∣∣ ∫ ∞
T
B⊤eA
⊤(τ−s)q(τ)dτ
∣∣∣ds]
6 − δε√
T0 − t
[ ∫ T0
t
∣∣∣ ∫ ∞
s
B⊤eA
⊤(τ−s)q(τ)dτ
∣∣∣ds− ∫ T0
t
‖Be−A⊤s‖
∫ ∞
T
|eA⊤τ q(τ)|dτds
]
.
Hence,
lim
T→∞
∫ T
t
〈
∫ T
s
B⊤eA
⊤(τ−s)q(τ)dτ, η(s)〉ds 6 − δε√
T0 − t
∫ T0
t
∣∣∣ ∫ ∞
s
B⊤eA
⊤(τ−s)q(τ)dτ
∣∣∣ds→ −∞,
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as T0 →∞, which contradicts (5.6).
In case (ii), one has∫ T
t
〈
∫ T
s
B⊤eA
⊤(τ−s)q(τ)dτ, η(s)〉ds = − δ√
T0 − t
∫ T0
t
〈
∫ T
s
B⊤eA
⊤(τ−s)q(τ)dτ, θ0〉ds
6 − δ√
T0 − t
[ ∫ T0
t
〈
∫ T0
s
B⊤eA
⊤(τ−s)q(τ)dτ, θ0〉ds+ ε
∫ T0
t
∣∣∣ ∫ T
T0
B⊤eA
⊤(τ−s)q(τ)dτ
∣∣∣ds]
6 − δ√
T0 − t
[
ε
∫ T0
t
∣∣∣ ∫ T
T0
B⊤eA
⊤(τ−s)q(τ)dτ
∣∣∣ds− ∫ T0
t
∣∣∣ ∫ T0
s
B⊤eA
⊤(τ−s)q(τ)dτ
∣∣∣ds].
Hence, by (5.4), we see that the first term on the right-hand side of the above is dominating and the second
term stays finite as T0 fixed. Consequently,
lim
T→∞
∫ T
t
〈
∫ T
s
B⊤eA
⊤(τ−s)q(τ)dτ, η(s)〉ds = −∞,
which contradicts (5.6).
Next, we would like to change the angle to look at the problem.
Theorem 5.2. Let [A,B] be controllable and q(·) ∈ L1loc(0,∞;Rn) \ L1(0,∞;Rn) admit the polar
decomposition
(5.7) q(s) = |q(s)|θ(s), ∀s ∈ [t,∞),
with θ : [t,∞)→ Sn ≡ {x ∈ Rn
∣∣ |x| = 1}. Suppose there exists an η ∈ Rn with
(5.8) Aη ∈ R(B),
and ε > 0 such that
(5.9) lim
T→∞
(
ε
∫
Gε∩[0,T ]
|q(s)|ds − |η|
∫
Gcε∩[0,T ]
|q(s)|ds
)
=∞,
where
(5.10) Gε =
{
s ∈ [0,∞)
∣∣ 〈θ(s), η〉 > ε}.
Further, for some µ > 0,
(5.11)
∫ ∞
t
e−µs|q(s)|ds <∞.
Then Problem (LQ) does not have an overtaking optimal control over U0[t,∞).
Proof. Suppose Problem (LQ) admits an overtaking optimal pair (X¯(·), u¯(·)). By the controllability of
[A,B], there exists a Θ ∈ Rm×n such that AΘ ≡ A+BΘ is stable with
|eAΘs| 6 Me−µs, s > t,
for some M > 1 and µ > 0 (so that (5.11) holds). Define
v¯(s) = u¯(s)−ΘX¯(s), s ∈ [t,∞).
Then (X¯(·), v¯(·)) satisfies
˙¯X(s) = AΘX¯(s) +Bv¯(s), s > t,
and with
u(s) = ΘX(s) + v(s), s > t,
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we have
J
T
(t, x; u¯(·))− J
T
(t, x;u(·))
=
∫ T
t
(
〈QX¯(s), X¯(s)〉+ 2〈SX¯(s),ΘX¯(s) + v¯(s)〉+ |ΘX¯(s) + v¯(s)|2 + 2〈q(s), X¯(s)〉
)
ds
−
∫ T
t
(
〈QX(s), X(s)〉+ 2〈SX(s),ΘX(s) + v(s)〉+ |ΘX(s) + v(s)|2 + 2〈q(s), X(s)〉
)
ds
≡
∫ T
t
(
gΘ(s, X¯(s), v¯(s)) − gΘ(s,X(s), v(s))
)
ds ≡ JΘ
T
(t, x; v¯(·)) − JΘ
T
(t, x; v(·)),
where
gΘ(s,X, v) = 〈QΘX,X〉+ 2〈SΘX, v〉+ |v|2 + 2〈q(s), X〉
≡ 〈(Q +Θ⊤S + S⊤Θ+Θ⊤Θ)X,X〉+ 2〈(S +Θ)X, v〉+ |v|2 + 2〈q(s), X〉.
Note that
QΘ − S⊤ΘSΘ = Q− S⊤S.
Hence, (X¯(·), v¯(·)) is an overtaking optimal control of Problem (LQ) with the system [AΘ, B] and the running
cost rate function gΘ(s,X, v). Next, for some v̂0 ∈ Rm,
Aη = Bv̂0.
Let v0 = v̂0 +Θη which leads to η = A
−1
Θ Bv0. Thus,
〈θ(s), A−1Θ Bv0〉 = 〈θ(s), η〉 > ε, s ∈ Gε.
Now, we take
u(τ) = u¯(τ) − v01[t,T ](τ), τ ∈ [t,∞).
Then u(·) ∈ U0[t,∞) and
ξ(s) = −
∫ s
t
eAΘ(s−τ)Bv0dτ = −eAΘs
[ ∫ s
t
e−AΘτdτ
]
Bv0 = −eAΘs
[
e−AΘt − e−AΘs]A−1Θ Bv0
=
[
I − eAΘ(s−t)]A−1Θ Bv0, s ∈ [t, T ].
Consequently,
〈q(s), ξ(s)〉 = |q(s)|〈θ(s), [I − eAΘ(s−t)]A−1Θ Bv0〉 > |q(s)|〈θ(s), η〉 −M |η|e−µ(s−t)|q(s)|.
Then, it follows that (making use of (5.9), and noting the integrals over [0, t] are finite)∫ T
t
〈q(s), ξ(s)〉ds > ε
∫
Gε∩[t,T ]
|q(s)|ds− |η|
∫
Gcε∩[t,T ]
|q(s)|ds−M |η|eµt
∫ ∞
t
e−µs|q(s)|ds→∞.
Hence, by taking T > t large, we obtain that the right-hand side of the above is arbitrarily large, contradicting
(4.13). Therefore, there is no overtaking optimal control over U0[t,∞).
Note that for any η ∈ Rn, either 〈θ(s), η〉 > 0, or 〈θ(s), η〉 6 0. Condition (5.9) roughly means that either
|q(s)| grows uniformly fast and the directions θ(s) are not uniformly distributed, as s→∞, or although θ(s)
are almost uniformly distributed, but for the directions that 〈θ(s), η〉 > 0, |q(s)| grows faster.
Corollary 5.3. Let [A,B] be controllable and q(·) ∈ L1loc(0,∞;Rn) such that (5.7) holds with
(5.12) lim
s→∞
θ(s) = θ0, Aθ0 ∈ R(B).
Suppose
(5.13)
∫ ∞
0
|q(s)|ds =∞,
∫ ∞
0
e−µs|q(s)|ds <∞,
for some µ > 0. Then Problem (LQ) does not have an overtaking optimal control over U0[t,∞).
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Proof. It suffices to take η = θ0 in the above theorem.
The above results show that R(B) plays an important role. The following gives some further result
relevant to this.
Theorem 5.4. Let (H) hold. Let q(·) ∈ L1loc(0,∞;Rn) \ L1(0,∞;Rn) admit the polar decomposition
(5.7). Suppose θ(·) is differentiable such that for some r0 > 0,
(5.14) θ˙(s)−Aθ(s) ∈ B(O¯(0, r0)), s ∈ [0,∞),
where O¯(0, r0)) = {v ∈ Rm
∣∣ |v| 6 r0}. Further, there exists a δ > 0 such that
(5.15) lim
T→∞
∫ T+δ
T
|q(s)|ds∫ T
t
|q(s)|ds
= 0.
Then Problem (LQ) does not have an overtaking optimal control over U0[t,∞).
Proof. Let v : [t,∞)→ Rm such that
θ˙(s)− Aθ(s) = Bv(s), s ∈ [t,∞).
Define
u(·) = u¯(·) + v(·)1[t,T ](·) + v̂(·)1[T,T+δ)(·),
where
v̂(τ) = −B⊤eA⊤(T+δ−τ)W (δ)−1[θ(T )− eA(T−t)θ(t)], W (δ) =
∫ δ
0
eA(δ−τ)BB⊤eA
⊤(δ−τ)dτ.
By the controllability of [A,B], we have the invertibility of W (δ). Then
ξ(s) =
∫ s
t
eA(s−τ)Bv(τ)dτ =
∫ s
t
eA(s−τ)
[
θ˙(τ)−Aθ(τ)]dτ
=
∫ s
t
eA(s−τ)dθ(τ) −A
∫ s
t
eA(s−τ)θ(τ)dτ = θ(s) − eA(s−t)θ(t), s ∈ [t, T ],
and
ξ(s) = eA(s−T )ξ(T )−
∫ s
T
eA(s−τ)BB⊤eA
⊤(T+δ−τ)W (δ)−1[θ(T )− eA(T−t)θ(t)]dτ, s ∈ [T, T + δ),
ξ(s) = 0, ∀s ∈ [T + δ,∞).
Hence, for any T̂ > T + δ, one has
∫ T̂
t
〈q(s), ξ(s)〉ds =
∫ T
t
|q(s)|〈θ(s), ξ(s)〉ds +
∫ T+δ
T
|q(s)|〈θ(s), ξ(s)〉ds
=
∫ T
t
|q(s)|(1− 〈θ(s), eA(s−t)θ(t)〉)ds+ ∫ T+δ
T
|q(s)|〈θ(s), eA(s−T )ξ(T )〉ds
−
∫ T+δ
T
|q(s)|〈θ(s),
∫ s
T
eA(s−τ)BB⊤eA
⊤(T+δ−τ)W (δ)−1ξ(T )dτ〉ds
>
∫ T
t
|q(s)|(1 −Me−µ(s−t))ds−M
∫ T+δ
T
|q(s)||θ(T )− eA(T−t)θ(t)|ds
−
∫ T+δ
T
(
|q(s)|
∫ T+δ
T
M2‖B‖2e−µ(s−τ)e−µ(T+δ−τ)dτ
)
‖W (δ)−1‖ |θ(T )− eA(T−t)θ(t)|ds.
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Let κ = 1
µ
ln(4M). Then 14 −Me−µκ = 0, and s > t+ κ if and only if 14 > Me−µ(s−t). Hence,∫ T
t
|q(s)|(1−Me−µ(s−t))ds= 3
4
∫ T
t
|q(s)|ds+
∫ t+κ
t
|q(s)|
(1
4
−Me−µ(s−t)
)
ds+
∫ T
t+κ
|q(s)|
(1
4
−Me−µ(s−t)
)
ds
>
3
4
∫ T
t
|q(s)|ds−
(
M − 1
4
)∫ t+κ
t
|q(s)|ds > 1
2
∫ T
t
|q(s)|ds,
provided T is large. On the other hand,∫ T+δ
T
(
|q(s)|
∫ T+δ
T
M2‖B‖2e−µ(s−τ)e−µ(T+δ−τ)dτ
)
‖W (δ)−1‖|θ(T )− eA(T−t)θ(t)|ds
+M
∫ T+δ
T
|q(s)||θ(T )− eA(T−t)θ(t)|ds
6
[
M2‖B‖2‖W (δ)−1‖(1 +M)δ +M(1 +M)
] ∫ T+δ
T
|q(s)|ds ≡ K(δ)
∫ T+δ
T
|q(s)|ds.
Consequently,∫ T̂
t
〈q(s), ξ(s)〉ds > 1
2
∫ T
t
|q(s)|ds−K(δ)
∫ T+δ
T
|q(s)|ds
=
1
2
(∫ T
t
|q(s)|ds
)(
1−K(δ)
∫ T+δ
T
|q(s)|ds∫ T
t
|q(s)|ds
)
→∞, as T →∞.
Hence, there exists a large enough T0 > 0 such that
(5.16)
J
T̂
(t, x; u¯(·))− J
T̂
(
t, x; u¯(·) + ν[u(·)− u¯(·)])
> 2
∫ T̂
t
〈q(s), ξ(s)〉ds − C
(
|x|2 +
∫ ∞
t
|u¯(s)|2ds
) 1
2
(∫ ∞
t
|u(s)− u¯(s)|2ds
) 1
2
>
∫ T̂
t
〈q(s), ξ(s)〉ds − C > 0, ∀T̂ > T0.
This is a contradiction.
Observe that condition (5.15) holds for functions of polynomial growth. For example, if
lim
s→∞
|q(s)|
sk
= q0,
for some q0 > 0, then for T > t large enough,∫ T+δ
T
|q(s)|ds 6 2q0
∫ T+δ
T
skds =
2q0
k + 1
[
(T + δ)k+1 − T k+1] = 2q0
k + 1
[
(k + 1)δT k + · · · ] 6 CT k,
and ∫ T
t
|q(s)|ds > q0
2
∫ T
T
2
skds =
q0
2(k + 1)
[
1− 2−(k+1)]T k+1.
Hence, (5.15) holds. However, if |q(s)| grows exponentially, (5.15) may fail. For example, if |q(s)| = es, then
lim
T→∞
∫ T+δ
T
|q(s)|ds∫ T
t
|q(s)|ds
= lim
T→∞
eT+δ − eT
eT − et → e
δ − 1 > 0.
Let us now explore some other cases. Suppose our control is more powerful in the system, by which we mean
that B is invertible. For such a case, without loss of generality, we assume that m = n and B = I.
Note that the above proof also works for the case that C([t, T ];Rn) is replaced by Cu([t,∞);Rn) of
bounded uniformly continuous functions. We now present the following result.
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Theorem 5.5. Let (H) hold with B = I. Let q(·) ∈ L1loc(0,∞;Rn) admit polar decomposition (5.7).
Suppose θ(·) is uniformly continuous and
(5.17) lim
T→∞
1
T
∫ T
0
|q(s)|ds =∞.
Then Problem (LQ) does not have an overtaking optimal control over U0[t,∞).
Proof. Suppose Problem (LQ) admits an overtaking optimal control u¯(·) over U0[t,∞) with X¯(·) being
the corresponding state trajectory. Since θ(·) is uniformly continuous, for any ε > 0, there exists δ = δ(ε) > 0
such that
(5.18) |θ(s)− θ(s′)| < ε, ∀s, s′ ∈ [t,∞), |s− s′| 6 δ.
Denote ti = t+ iδ, i > 0. Then we let
W (δ) =
∫ ti+1
ti
eA(ti+1−τ)eA
⊤(ti+1−τ)dτ =
∫ δ
0
eAτeA
⊤τdτ,
which is invertible. Moreover, we note that
‖eA⊤τ − I‖ 6
∞∑
k=1
‖A‖kτk
k!
6 ‖A‖τe‖A‖τ 6 ‖A‖e‖A‖δδ, τ ∈ [0, δ].
Hence, for any x ∈ Rn,
〈W (δ)x, x〉 =
∫ δ
0
|eA⊤τx|2dτ =
∫ δ
0
(
|x|2 + 2〈(eA⊤τ − I)x, x〉 + |(eA⊤τ − I)x|2
)
dτ
>
∫ δ
0
(
1− 2‖eA⊤τ − I‖ − ‖eA⊤τ − I‖2
)
|x|2dτ >
(
1− 2‖A‖e‖A‖δδ − ‖A‖2e2‖A‖δδ2
)
δ|x|2 > δ
2
|x|2,
provided δ > 0 is small. Then, by the symmetry of W (δ), one has
(5.19) ‖W (δ)−1‖ 6 2
δ
.
Now, for any T > t, let δ > 0 be small and for some integer N , T − t = Nδ. We define
u(τ) = u¯(τ) + eA
⊤(t1−τ)W (δ)−1θ(t1)1[t0,t1)(τ) +
N−1∑
i=2
eA
⊤(ti−τ)W (δ)−1
[
θ(ti)− eAδθ(ti−1)
]
1[ti−1,ti)(τ)
−eA⊤(tN−τ)W (δ)−1eAδθ(N−1)1[tN−1,tN )(τ), τ ∈ [t0,∞).
We let v(·) = u(·)− u¯(·) and
ξ(s) =
∫ s
t
eA(s−τ)v(τ)dτ, s ∈ [t,∞).
We claim that
(5.20) ξ(tk) = θ(tk), ∀k = 1, 2, · · · , N − 1; ξ(s) = 0, s ∈ [T,∞).
In fact, the claim for s ∈ [T,∞) is clear. For s ∈ [t0, t1], we have
ξ(s) ≡
∫ s
t0
eA(s−τ)v(τ)dτ =
∫ s
t0
eA(s−τ)eA
⊤(t1−τ)W (δ)−1θ(t1)dτ,
which leads to ξ(t1) = θ(t1). Next, for s ∈ [t1, t2], we have
ξ(s) = eAsξ(t1) +
∫ s
t1
eA(s−τ)v(τ)dτ = eAsθ(t1) +
∫ s
t1
eA(s−τ)eA
⊤(t2−τ)W (δ)−1[θ(t2)− eAδθ(t1)]dτ,
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which leads to ξ(t2) = θ(t2). By induction, suppose ξ(tk) = θ(tk). Then for s ∈ [tk, tk+1], one has
ξ(s) = eA(s−tk)ξ(tk) +
∫ s
tk
eA(s−τ)Bv(τ)dτ
= eA(s−tk)θ(tk) +
∫ s
tk
eA(s−τ)eA
⊤(tk+1−τ)W (δ)−1[θ(tk+1)− eAδθ(tk)]dτ,
which yields ξ(tk+1) = θ(tk+1). This completes the induction. Consequently, for any s ∈ [t, T ], suppose
s ∈ [tk, tk+1), one has
(5.21)
|θ(s)− ξ(s)| =
∣∣θ(s)− eA(s−tk)θ(tk)− ∫ s
tk
eA(s−τ)eA
⊤(tk+1−τ)W (δ)−1[θ(tk+1)− eAδθ(tk)]dτ
∣∣
6 |θ(s)− θ(tk)|+ ‖I − eA(s−tk)‖+ 2M
2
δ
(∫ s
tk
e−µ(s−τ)e−µ(tk+1−τ)dτ
)
|θ(tk+1)− eAδθ(tk)|
6 |θ(s)−θ(tk)|+‖A‖e‖A‖δδ+2M2
(
‖A‖e‖A‖δδ+|θ(tk+1)−θ(tk)|
)
<(1+2M2)
(
ε+‖A‖e‖A‖δδ
)
.
Consequently, for any s ∈ [t, T ], suppose s ∈ [tk, tk+1), one has
(5.22) 〈q(s), ξ(s)〉 = |q(s)|〈θ(s), θ(s) + ξ(s)− θ(s)〉 > |q(s)|
[
1− (1 + 2M2)
(
ε+ ‖A|e‖A‖δδ
)]
>
1
2
|q(s)|,
provided ε, δ > 0 small enough. Note that
(5.23)
|v(τ)|26‖eA⊤(t1−τ)W (δ)−1‖21[t0,t1)(τ)+
N−1∑
i=2
‖eA⊤(ti−τ)W (δ)−1‖2|θ(ti)− eAδθ(ti−1)|21[ti−1,ti)(τ)
+‖eA⊤(tN−τ)W (δ)−1eAδ‖21[tN−1,tN )(τ)
6
4M2
δ2
(
1[t0,t1)(τ)+
N−1∑
i=2
|θ(ti)−eAδθ(ti−1)|21[ti−1,ti)(τ)+‖eAδ‖21[tN−1,tN )(τ)
)
, τ ∈ [t,∞).
Thus, v(·) ∈ U ∞[t,∞) ∩U0[t,∞) with (note Nδ = T − t)∫ T
t
|v(τ)|2dτ6 4M
2
δ2
(
δ+δ
N−1∑
i=2
|θ(ti)−eAδθ(ti−1)|2+δ‖eAδ‖2
)
6
4M2
δ
[
1+‖eAδ‖2+
(
ε+ ‖A‖e‖A‖δδ)2
δ
(T−t)
]
.
Then take ν = −1 in (4.14), we have
JT (t, x; u¯(·)) − JT
(
t, x; u¯(·)− [u(·)− u¯(·)])
> 2
∫ T
t
〈q(s), ξ(s)〉ds − C
(
|x|2 +
∫ T
t
|u¯(s)|2ds
) 1
2
(
1 +
∫ T
t
|u(s)− u¯(s)|2ds
)
>
∫ T
t
|q(s)|ds−C
[
|x|+‖u¯(·)‖2
](
1+
∫ T
t
|v(s)|2ds
)
>
∫ T
t
|q(s)|ds−K(ε, δ)
(
|x|+‖u¯(·)‖2
)[
1+(T−t)].
Here, K(ε, δ) is a constant independent of T > t. Thus, by our condition, for large enough T > t, the above
will be larger than 0, leading to a contradiction.
Note that in the case B = I, [A,B] is always controllable. Now, instead, if m < n, and [A,B] is
controllable, we do not have estimate (5.19). Consequently, (5.21) might not be true, and (5.22) cannot be
obtained this way. Therefore, we do not have the conclusion of the theorem.
6 Existence of Overtaking Optimal Controls.
From the previous section, we have seen that when q(·) ∈ L1loc(0,∞;Rn) \ L1(0,∞;Rn), the corresponding
Problem (LQ) associated with (4.3)–(4.6) might not have overtaking optimal control over subspace U [t,∞)
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of U0[t,∞) in general. In this section, we present a situation that the control set U [t,∞) is a convex and
closed subset of U0[t,∞), and Problem (LQ) has an overtaking optimal control.
Let (4.5) hold and q(·) grow at most exponentially with a rate α ∈ (0, µ). Then
(6.1)
∫ ∞
s
|eA⊤τq(τ)|dτ <∞.
For such a case, we may let
(6.2) ρ̂(s) = B⊤e−A
⊤s
∫ ∞
s
eA
⊤τq(τ)dτ, s ∈ [t,∞),
∫ ∞
t
|ρ̂(s)|ds =∞.
From Theorem 5.1, we see that if u¯(·) is an interior point of U [t,∞), most likely, it will not be overtaking
optimal for our Problem (LQ). Now, for convex set U [t,∞) ⊆ U0[t,∞), we denote its boundary by ∂U [t,∞).
For any u(·) ∈ ∂U [t,∞), an extended inner normal of U [t,∞) at u(·) is an element v(·) ∈ Uloc[t,∞) such
that
(6.3) lim
T→∞
∫ T
t
〈v(s), v(s) − u(s)〉ds > 0, ∀v(·) ∈ U [t,∞).
We emphasize the above v(·). We let N(u(·);U [t,∞)) ⊆ Uloc[t,∞) be the set of all extended inner normals
of U [t,∞) at u(·) ∈ ∂U [t,∞). If v(·) ∈ U0[t,∞) satisfies (6.3), then (6.3) can be written as
(6.4)
∫ ∞
t
〈v(s), v(s) − u(s)〉ds > 0, ∀v(·) ∈ U [t,∞).
Such a v(·) is called an inner normal of U [t,∞) at u(·). The set of all inner normals of U [t,∞) at
u(·) ∈ ∂U [t,∞) is denoted by N0
(
u(·);U [t,∞)) which is a subset of U0[t,∞). Since in our LQ problem,
q(·) ∈ L1loc(0,∞;Rn)\L1(0,∞;Rn), it is easy for us to understand that (usual) inner normals are not enough
and we need extended ones. On the other hand, let us recall that
U [t, T ] =
{
u(·)
∣∣
[t,T ]
∣∣ u(·) ∈ U [t,∞)},
which it is convex and closed in U0[t, T ]. If u(·) ∈ ∂U [t,∞), one must have u(·)
∣∣
[t,T ]
∈ ∂U [t, T ]. For any
T > t, by taking v(·) in such a way that it coincides with u(·) on [T,∞), we see that
(6.5)
∫ T
t
〈v(s), v(s) − u(s)〉ds > 0, ∀v(·) ∈ U [t, T ].
Any v(·) ∈ U0[t, T ] satisfying (6.5) is called an inner normal of U [t, T ] at u(·) ∈ ∂U [t, T ]. We let
N
(
u(·);U [t, T ]) be the set of all inner normals of U [t, T ] at u(·). Clearly, for any u(·) ∈ ∂U [t,∞),
N
(
u(·);U [t,∞))∣∣
[t,T ]
≡
{
v(·)
∣∣
[t,T ]
∣∣ v(·) ∈ N(u(·);U [t,∞))} = N(u(·);U [t, T ]).
But
N
(
u(·);U [t,∞)) = ⋃
T>t
N
(
u(·);U [t, T ]) 6= N0(u(·);U [t,∞)).
Next, let us recall F0(s)x and F1[u(·)](s) from (4.7). Note
F1[u¯(·)](s)=S
∫ s
t
eA(s−τ)Bu¯(τ)dτ+
∫ ∞
s
B⊤eA
⊤(τ−s)Q
∫ τ
t
eA(τ−r)Bu¯(r)drdτ+
∫ ∞
s
B⊤eA
⊤(τ−s)S⊤u¯(τ)dτ
=
∫ s
t
SeA(s−τ)Bu¯(τ)dτ +
∫ ∞
t
∫ ∞
s∨τ
B⊤eA
⊤(r−s)QeA(r−τ)Bu¯(τ)drdτ +
∫ ∞
s
B⊤eA
⊤(τ−s)S⊤u¯(τ)dτ
=
∫ ∞
t
[
1[t,s](τ)Se
A(s−τ)B+1[s,∞)(τ)B⊤eA
⊤(τ−s)S⊤+
∫ ∞
s∨τ
B⊤eA
⊤(r−s)QeA(r−τ)Bdr
]
u¯(τ)dτ ≡
∫ ∞
t
Φ(s, τ)u¯(τ)dτ.
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From (4.8), one has∫ ∞
t
∣∣∣∫ ∞
t
Φ(s, τ)u¯(τ)dτ
∣∣∣2ds=∫ T
t
∣∣F1[u¯(·)](s)∣∣2ds6 3‖B‖2M2
µ2
(‖B‖2M2‖Q‖2
µ2
+2‖S‖2
)∫ ∞
t
|u¯(s)|2ds.
Thus, by choosing µ > 0 in (4.5) large enough, we may assume that
(6.6) κ =
3‖B‖2M2
µ2
(‖B‖2M2‖Q‖2
µ2
+ 2‖S‖2
)
∈ (0, 1).
Hence, ∫ ∞
t
∣∣∣ ∫ ∞
t
Φ(s, τ)u¯(τ)dτ
∣∣∣2ds 6 κ ∫ ∞
t
|u¯(s)|2ds, ∀u¯(·) ∈ U0[t,∞),
for some κ ∈ (0, 1). This leads to that for any ϕ(·) ∈ U0[t,∞), the following Fredholm integral equation of
the second kind
ϕ(s) + u(s) +
∫ ∞
t
Φ(s, τ)u(τ)dτ = 0
admits a unique solution u(·) ∈ U0[t,∞). We now state the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 6.1. Let (H), (6.1) and (6.6) hold. Let ρ̂(·) be defined by (6.2). Let u¯(·) ∈ ∂U [t,∞) be the
solution to the following Fredholm integral equation of the second kind:
(6.7) ρ̂0(s) + F0(s)x+ u¯(s) +
∫ ∞
t
Φ(s, τ)u¯(τ)dτ = 0, s ∈ [t,∞),
for some ρ̂0(·) ∈ U0[t,∞) such that
(6.8) ρ̂1(·) ≡ ρ̂(·)− ρ̂0(·) ∈ N(u¯(·);U [t,∞)
)
.
Then u¯(·) is an overtaking optimal control of Problem (LQ) at (t, x) ∈ [0,∞)× Rn over U [t,∞).
Proof. By Theorem 4.2, we know that u¯(·) ∈ U [t,∞) is overtaking optimal if and only if
(6.9) 0 6 lim
T→∞
∫ T
t
〈ρ̂(s) + F0(s)x+ u¯(s) +
∫ ∞
t
Φ(s, τ)u¯(τ)dτ, u(s) − u¯(s)〉ds, ∀u(·) ∈ U [t,∞).
From our condition, we have∫ T
t
〈ρ̂(s) + F0(s)x+ u¯(s) +
∫ ∞
t
Φ(s, τ)u¯(τ)dτ, u(s) − u¯(s)〉ds =
∫ T
t
〈ρ̂1(s), u(s)− u¯(s)〉ds.
Hence, (6.9) holds leading to that u¯(·) is overtaking optimal.
It is not hard to see that the conditions assumed in the above theorem can be replaced by the following:
There exists a T0 > t such that
(6.10) ρ̂(s)1[t,T0](s) + F0(s)x+ u¯(s) +
∫ ∞
t
Φ(s, τ)u¯(τ)dτ = 0, s ∈ [t,∞),
admits a unique solution u¯(·) ∈ ∂U [t,∞), and
(6.11) ρ̂(s) ∈ N(u¯(s);U [t,∞)), s ∈ [T0,∞).
Then u¯(·) is an overtaking optimal control for Problem (LQ) at (t, x) ∈ [0,∞)× Rn over U [t,∞).
Thus, we would like to have
0 6 lim
T→∞
∫ T
t
〈ρ̂(s) + F0(s)x+ u¯(s) +
∫ ∞
t
Φ(s, τ)u¯(τ)dτ, u(s)− u¯(s)〉ds, ∀u(·) ∈ U [t,∞).
Let us now present an illustrative example for the above theorem.
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Example 6.2. Consider controlled system in R2:{
X˙(s) = −µX(s) + u(s),
X(t) = x,
with µ > 1. Then
X(s) = e−µ(s−t)x+
∫ s
t
e−µ(s−τ)u(τ)dτ.
Let Q = I, S = 0, U =
{
u = (u1, u2)
∣∣ u1 > 0 }, and q(s) = ( ese−s
)
. Then
ρ̂(s) = eµs
∫ ∞
s
e−µτq(τ)dτ = eµs
∫ ∞
s
(
e−(µ−1)τ
e−(µ+1)τ
)
dτ =
(
es
µ−1
e−s
µ+1
)
,
F0(s)x =
∫ ∞
s
e−µ(τ−s)e−µ(τ−t)xdτ =
e−µ(s−t)
2µ
x,
F1[u¯(·)](s) =
∫ ∞
s
e−µ(τ−s)X¯0(τ)dτ =
∫ ∞
s
e−µ(τ−s)
∫ τ
t
e−µ(τ−r)u¯(r)drdτ =
∫ ∞
t
e−µ|τ−s|
2µ
u¯(τ)dτ.
Let u¯(s) = (0, u¯2(·)) ≡ u¯2(·)e2, with u¯2(·) solves the following Fredholm integral equation:
e−s
µ+ 1
+
e−µ(s−t)
2µ
x2 +
e−s
µ+ 1
+ u¯2(s) +
∫ ∞
t
e−µ|s−τ |
2µ
u¯(τ)dτ = 0, s ∈ [t,∞).
Then, under such a u¯(·), we have
lim
T→∞
∫ T
t
〈ρ̂(s) + F0(s)x+ u¯(s) + F1[u¯(·)](s), u(s)− u¯(s)〉ds
= lim
T→∞
∫ T
t
〈
(
es
µ−1 +
e−µ(s−t)
2µ x1
0
)
, u(s)− u¯(s)〉ds = lim
T→∞
∫ T
t
( es
µ− 1 +
e−µ(s−t)
2µ
x1
)
u1(s)ds > 0.
This means that u¯(·) is an overtaking optimal control for Problem (LQ) at (t, x) ∈ [0,∞)×R2 over U [t,∞) ≡
{u : [t,∞)→ U
∣∣ ∫∞
t
|u(s)|2ds <∞}.
7 Concluding Remarks
We have studied LQ problems over infinite time horizons for which no controllability/stabilizability condi-
tion is assumed for the homogeneous system [A,B], no global integrability conditions are assumed for the
nonhomogeneous term b(·) in the state equation and the weighting functions q(·), ρ(·) for the linear terms in
the cost functional. For such kind of problems, all the existing approaches do not apply. We have established
existence of overtaking optimal controls for the case that (X
Π
(·), u(·)) and XΠ⊥(·) are decoupled in the state
equation and separated in the cost functional, and for a convex control set case. More interestingly, we
also have proved the non-existence of overtaking optimal control for several cases. From these results, we
see that overtaking optimality approach can be used to solve some problems that the classical tools are not
applicable. However, the power of this approach is not unlimited.
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